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1. INTRODUCTION

Consider the singular convolution integral off E C2rn namely,

In{fz;f;x):=(ljn)r f(x-t)Pn(t)dt
-1t

(n EN; X E IR), (1.1 )

where the kernel fz = {Pn}nE N is a sequence of even, normalized tri
gonometric polynomials (see Sect. 2 for the more precise notations). If fz is
positive, a well-known theorem of P. P. Korovkin [5, p. 88] states that
there exists an arbitrarily often differentiable function f E C21t such that

lim sup n 2 1IIn(fz; f;· ) - f( . )11 > 0
n~ ex:

(1.2 )

This result led to many investigations concerning the construction as well
as the fine structure of kernels fz for which the associated convolution
integral In(fz;f; x) has a better rate of approximation than lD(n- 2

).

One method of construction is based on an extension of the foregoing
Korovkin theorem: if fz is of finite oscillation of degree 2K, KENo (i.e., Pn
has 2K sign changes on (- n, n) for each n EN), then the approximation
rate is at most lD(n- 2K

-
2

) (see [6]). Thus one would try to multiply a
positive kernel by a trigonometric polynomial having preassigned sign
changes. For this approach see, e.g., [1, 7, 17, 18, 21] and for a historic
overview see Stark [27].

In this paper, however, we shall consider linear combinations of positive
kernels; thus of convolution integrals in order to improve the rate. This
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POSITIVE CONVOLUTION INTEGRALS 179

method has its roots in work of D. Jackson [19J and Ch. de la Vallee
Poussin [29, pp. 43 ff.J, just to mention two famous names. Nevertheless
in these and later related papers only special cases were treated. The main
aim here is to introduce a rather general method leading to the construc
tion of linear combinations having high rates of approximation. If
fz = {Pn}" EN is a positive kernel, we shall consider linear combinations
'1 = {qn}nE N given by

S

qn(x):= L YvPnaJx)
v = 1

(x E [J;£) (1.3)

with coefficients Yv' the av being certain given naturals. For this purpose,
the underlying kernel fz needs first to be classified. Following E. 1. Stark
(cf. [25]), a positive kernel fz is said to have the expansion index Jl EN, in
short fz E s(r,lll, if the trigonometric moment of order 20", 0" EN, given by
(cr. Def. 2.3)

1 "( t )2"T(fz;20";n):=;L" 2sin2" Pn(t)dt

is of the order

(n EN),

1~ 0" ~ Jl,
U < 0",

(1.4 )

either for r = 1 or r = 2. In fact, this classification will be equivalently intro
duced in terms of the so-called convergence factors, namely the Fourier
cosine coefficients, of the positive fz (cf. (2.14)), since, following Stark [26]
again, the convergence factors can be represented by a linear combination
of these moments, and vice versa (d. (2.12), (2.13)). The special case of
Fejer-type kernels is treated in Section 3.

Since for positive fz E s(r. ll l one has

IIIn(fz; cos;·) - cos(· )11 = iT(fz; 2; n) = (I)(n- r
),

the trigonometric moments of order up to 2Jl are all decreasing with rate
higher than that of the second moment, namely (I)(n- r

) by (1.4), which
order already gives the maximal rate of approximation for convolution
integrals with positive fz. This shows that it will be appropriate to deter
mine s and the free coefficients Yv in (1.3) such that for the trigonometric
moments of the linear combination (1.3) there holds

1~ 0" ~ s,

S < 0";
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i.e., all moments up to the order 2s are all decreasing with the same rate.
Thus if ft E S«,Il) with 2 ~ J1. E N, then for 2 ~ s ~ J1. a linear combination
(1.3) of ft may be constructed giving the rate l'D(n- U

) (instead of just
l'D(n-<)). This matter is dealt with in Section 4. Section 5 deals with two
quantitative approximation theorems, those of Jackson and Voronovskaja
type, for '1'

In Section 6 the construction described will be applied to several classi
cal examples of positive ft. Finally, Section 7 is devoted to a brief outline
of the construction of linear combinations that are not saturated, a well
known example being the means of de La Vallee Poussin.

For analogous results in the case of approximation by Bernstein polyno
mials the reader is referred to, e.g., [2, 12]; for the situation of linear
operator related to those of Bernstein see [15].

2. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARIES

In the following, let N be the set of naturals, IR the set of real numbers,
No := N u {O}, C 21t the set of continuous and 2n-periodic functions
on IR with norm Ilf(·)II:=sUPXElRlf(x)l, Ci~:={fEC21tlf(r)EC21t},

rE N, and C(IR) the set of continuous functions on IR. The rth modulus
of continuity, rEN, is defined for fEC 21t by wAC21t ;f;b):=
sup Ihl '" b II Lk ~ 0 ( - l)k (;;J f(· +kh) II, b > 0; the Lipschitz classes are then
LiPr(C21t;~) := {fE C27t IwAC21t ;f; a) = l'D(b"), b -+ 0 + }, 0 < ~ ~ r EN; the
Landau symbols will always have to be understood for n -+ 00.

Let ft = {Pn}nE N be a sequence of even trigonometric polynomials of
degree at most m(n)=l'D(n), which are normalized by (lln)J"-1tPn(t)dt= 1;
i.e.,

1 m(n)

Pn(x)=-+ L Pk,n(ft)coskx
2 k= 1

(x E IR). (2.1 )

Here the Fourier- (cosine-) coefficients of ft are defined as usual by

._ {(lIn) J"-1tPn(t) cos kt dt,
Pk,n(ft)·- 0,

O~k~m(n),

k>m(n).
(2.2)

In the following we shall consider for f EC21t and a sequence ft given by
(2.1) the (singular) convolution integral

1 f1t
Uft;f; x) := (f * Pn)(x) == - f(x - 1) Pn(t) dt

n -1t
(XEIR). (2.3)
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In this context jt is referred to as a polynomial even kernel and the Fourier
coefficients as convergence factors.

The Lebesgue constants and thereby the operator norms of (2.3) are
given by

In order that (2.3) defines an approximation process on C2n , i.e.,

(2.4 )

lim IIIn ( jt;!;. ) - f( . )11 = 0
n _ ex)

(2.5 )

it is necessary and sufficient for the kernel jt to satisfy

(i) Ln(jt) = (9(1),

(ii) lim Pk,n(jt) = 1 (kEN),
n~ 00

(2.6)

This is due to the well-known theorem of Banach and Steinhaus. In case
the kernel jt is positive, i.e., Pn(x) ~ 0, n EN, x E IR, (2.6) reduces-in view
of the Bohman-Korovkin theorem-to

lim PI,n(jt)= 1.
n~ 00

(2.7)

As an important technical tool the so-called central factorial numbers (cfn)
of the first and second kind are needed (see, e.g., [22, p. 213]. To this end
let, for x E IR,

n-I ( )xD x+~-I,
i~1 2

1,

nE N,

n=O,

denote the central factorial polynomial of degree n.

DEFINITION 2.1. The central factorial numbers of the 1. kind t'le, respec
tively, the 2. kind TZ are the uniquely determined coefficients of the
polynomials

n

x[nJ = L t'lexk

k=O

n

x n = L TZX[k J•
k=O
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Some properties of these numbers, needed in the following, are collected
In

LEMMA 2.2.

(i) to= Tg=c5 n,o

(ii) t'k= T'k=O

(iii) d'k + 1 = d'k + 1 = Ti'k + 1 = Ti'k + 1 = 0

(n E No),

(n < k),

(n, kE No), (2.8 )

k=O

(iv)

(v)

max{n,m} max{n,m}

L t'kT~= L T'kt~=c5n,m
k~O

1 k ,(k)(k)nT'k =., L (- 1)J . - - j
k'J~o ) 2

Above, c5 n.m is Kronecker's c5.

Although these numbers occur especially in the older literature on inter
polation and combinatorial theory, they have only received meager atten
tion up to now as is pointed out in a footnote in [22, p. 213]. Nevertheless
the Taylor coefficients of the powers of the trigonometric functions and
their inverses can be expressed in terms of the cfn in closed (!) form. Just
to mention one result, one has for pEN

co ,

(sinx)p= L (_1)k2 2k p. TP+2k X p+2k
k~O (p+2k)! P

co 1
(arcsinx)P= L (_1)k2 2k p. tP+2kXP+2k

k~O (p+2k)! P

(x E IR),

(Ixl < 1).

The interested reader is referred to [9, 10], the latter giving an application
in the field of signal analysis.

Whereas condition (2.6) guarantees only the approximation property, an
investigation of the order of approximation leads one to study the
asymptotic behaviour of so-called moments of the kernel in question. In
case the kernel is a trigonometric polynomial it will turn out to be
appropriate to consider the so-called trigonometric moments.

DEFINITION 2.3. Let It be a kernel as in (2.1). For 0' E No

1 "( t )2<1T(It;20';n):=;L" 2sin 2 Pn(t)dt

is called a trigonometric moment of order 20'.

(2.9)
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The algebraic moment of order 2a, a E No, is defined by

1 I"M(/t;2a;n)=- t2apll(t)dt.
n -"

183

(2.10 )

Notice that because the kernel is positive the trigonometric as well as
algebraic moments of odd order vanish.

Due to the inequality tin ~ sin( t/2) ~ t/2, 0 ~ t ~ n, one deduces for
positive kernels immediately the estimate

(2/n )2a M( It; 2a; n) ~ T( It; 2a; n) ~ M( It; 2a; n)

Furthermore, by the well-known inverse formulas

(t E ~),

(t E ~),

and the property (2.8)(v) of the central factorial numbers, the tri
gonometric moments can be expressed in terms of the convergence factors,
and vice versa (see [26]). In fact,

a ( 2a )T(/t;2a;n)=2 L (_l)k+1 -k (l-Pk,n(/t))
k ~ 1 a

(2.12 )

1-p (,1,)= ~ (_1)a+1 T(/t;2a;n) ~ t 2a k 21
k,n r ~ (2 )' ~ 21

(T= 1 a. I~ I

(O<k~m(n)).

(2.13)

This reveals that the investigation of the asymptotic behaviour of the
trigonometric moments can be reduced to the asymptotic expansion of the
difference 1- Pk,n(/t) in negative powers of n; thus in order to derive
quantitative approximation theorems this means that (2.6)(ii) is to be
replaced by an asymptotic expansion of 1- Pk,n(/t).

For this purpose an appropriate classification of kernels It, which will be
suitable for our linear combinations later on (see [25]), is given by

DEFINITION 2.4. Let r = 1 or r = 2. A kernel /t given by (2.1) is said to
have the expansion index J1 E N, i.e" /t E8(r,/,), if for all kEN there holds an
expansion

640/57/2-5
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I'
1-Pk,n{ft)= L (-1)j+ll/Jj(k)n- rj +{!J(n- r(I'+I/2»), (2.14)

j~1

j

l/Jj(k) := L ci,jk
2i, (2.15)

;=1

with certain Ci,j == C;,j( jz) E IR In case the expansion does not break off with
the (!J-term but continues indefinitely, we set J1 = 00.

Most of the known kernels belong to a class s(r,I'). Definition 2.4 leads
with (2,12) and (2.13) to the following important equivalence assertion.

LEMMA 2.5. Let! = 1 or r = 2, and J1 EN. The following assertions are
equivalent for a kernel jz:

(i) jz E s(r,I'),

(ii) T(jz;2a;n)

=I(2a)!jt". (-l)j+u n -
rj
it ci,jTi~+{!J(n-r(I'+I/2»),

(!J(n -r(1' + 1/2»),

the ci•j being given as in Definition 2.4.

J1 < a,

Proof For the implication (i) --. (ii) the reader is referred to [25]. The
inverse implication runs as follows: using (2.13) one obtains from (ii) for
kEN

k q I' j

1-Pk.n(jz)= L L d7k2/ L (-l)j+l n -rj L C"jTi~+{!J(n-r(I'+I/2»)
q=I/=1 J~q i~q

Interchanging the order of summation thrice now leads to
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where in the last step use was made of (2.8)(ii). The "orthogonality
relation" (2.8 )(iv) finally gives

~ J
s= L (_I)J+l n -t

J L ci,J
k2i;

j~l i~l

3. FEJER-TYPE KERNELS

An important role will be played by so-called Fejer-type kernels: Let
XELI (IR) be normalized by

IOO

X(t) dt = 2n.
- 00

(3.1 )

With respect to (2.1) we shall only consider such X which are even and
have a Fourier transform X" with compact support; i.e.,

1 Ioo
.X"(v):=- x(t)e- 1V1 dt=O

2n -00

for some T> O. Then X* = {X~ }nE I'll with

1 00

X:(x):=- L nx[n(x+2kn)]
2k~ -00

(Ivl > T)

(x E IR)

(3.2)

(3.3 )

is called a kernel of Fejer type. The closed representation according to (2.1)
is given by

1 [nT] (k)
X:(x) = - + LX" - cos kx

2 k~ 1 n
(x E IR). (3.4 )

Notice that condition (3.2) is essential for X* to be a polynomial kernel.
Now with the Poisson formula (cf. [5, p. 123]) the singular convolution

integral (2.3) with kernel X may be represented as a convolution integral on
the real line as

1 I" 1 Ioo

( t)In(x*;f;x)=- !(x-t) X:(t) dt=-2 ! x-- X(t)dt. (3.5)
n -" n -00 n

The above conditions placed upon X guarantee that In(X*;!; x) defines an
approximation process on C2" [5, p. 125]; furthermore, the right side of
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(BE (0,1)).

(3.5) may be extended to an approximation process on C(IR), and thus with
f being not necessarily periodic.

In view of Definition 2.4 the simple dependence of the convergence
factors X* on n, expressed through pk,n(X*)=x"(kln), O~k~ [nT], allows
one to establish a simple criterion for X* to be an element of some class
S(T,!'),

LEMMA 3.1. Let X be given by (3.1), (3.2), and additionally let
x"EC(2!')[-<5,<5]nC(2!,+1)[0,<5] for some /lEN, <5>0. Then for the
corresponding Fejer-type kernel X* given by (3.3) there holds

Proof With Taylor's theorem one has for v E (0, <5)

2!, [X,,](j)(O) . [X"]2!'+I(Bv)
X"(v)= L v J + V

2!'+1
J~O j! (2/l+1)!

Since X is even and thus X" as well, the derivatives of odd degree vanish
and there remains (notice X"(O)=l with (3.1))

Setting v = kin with kEN and with n -+ 00 one obtains, noting (3.4),

giving X* E S(2,!'l.

We shall return to Fejer-type kernels in Section 7.

4. LINEAR COMBINATIONS OF POSITIVE KERNELS

As pointed out in the introduction, due to the well-known Theorem of
P. P. Korovkin the rate of convergence of convolution integrals having a
positive kernel cannot exceed @(n- 2

); i.e., there exist functionsfE C~ with

lim sup n2 1IInCfi;f;· ) - f( . )11 > 0.
n~ 00

The aim now is to raise the approximation order by considering linear
combinations of suitable positive kernels.
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The following elementary lemma, the proof of which follows from
Cramer's theorem, is the underlying algebraic element for the subsequent
construction.

LEMMA 4.1. Let sEN and a, < a2 < .. , < as be s different natural
numbers. The unique solution of the Vandermonde system of equations

is given by

(j = 0, 1, ... , s - 1) (4.1 )

( _ l)i + 1 s

Yi = Q n a;< n (a;< - aj~<)
v=1 l~j<v~s

v#< i j, v '# i

where the system-determinant Q is given by

(i = 1, 2, ..., s), (4.2)

Q:=
al< a

s
- T

#0.

~«s-l) a;«s-l)a 1

Furthermore, there holds

s

A s ·.=(-I)s+I" -rs n -<L, Yvav = a v ·
v= 1 v ~ 1

(4.3 )

In the following we suppose fi E 8(<,}1), with r = 1 or r = 2, Jl EN, to be a
positive kernel. For simplification we set

1~s<Jl,

s = Jl.
(4.4 )

Under the notations of Lemma 4.1 we consider linear combinations
~ = {qn} nEN' of even, trigonometric polynomials of degree m(nas), namely

s

qn(x): = I YvPna,(x)
\'=1

(XEIR). (4.5)

THEOREM 4.2. Let ~ be a linear combination of a posltlve kernel
fi E 8«'p) with s ~ Jl as in (4.5). The following assertions hold:

(i) ~ is a kernel according to (2.1);
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(ii) the convergence factors associated with r; admit the expansion (see
(2.15), (4.3), (4.4))

(ke N); (4.6)

(iii) the trigonometric moments associated with r; admit the expansion
(see (2.15), (4.3), (4.4))

s

1

n-ts(-l)11+1 (2a)!A s L ci,sTi~+(!)(Pn,s)' l~a~s,

T(r;; 2a; n) = i=11 (4.7)

(!)(Pn,s), s < a.

Proof It is obvious by the whole construction that (i) is valid. To
prove (ii), one has by (4.5) and Definition 2.4,

s

Pk,n(r;) = L YvPk.na,(jt)
v=1

s ~ s

= L Yv- L (-I)j+lt/Jj(k)n-,j L Yva;,j+(!)(Pn,!')'
v=1 j=1 v=1

The first sum equals 1 by (4.1) and in the second sum all summands vanish
for 1~ j ~ s - 1. Collecting all but the first non-vanishing term U = s) into
the (!)-term, one then obtains

s

I-Pk,n(r;)=n~tst/J.(k)(-l)s+1 L Yva;ts + (!)(Pn,s),
v= 1

which is (4.6) with (4.3).
Concerning (iii), an insertion of expansion (4.6) into (2.12) gives with

(2.15)

Now, using (2.8)(v) yields (4.7).

Before turning to convergence assertions with rates it should be pointed
out that the coefficients Yi of the linear combination (4.5) only depend on
the free parameters a i and T, the latter being given by the asymptotic
properties of the kernel jt; they do not depend on n!
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Furthermore one notices that whereas the trigonometric moments of jz
up to the order 2Jl grow linearly, the moments of the linear combination
r; up to the order 2s behave asymptotically all like (I)(n - TS).

5. ApPROXIMATION THEOREMS

It is clear by the preceding results that a kernel given by (4.5) fulfills
(2.6), and thus the corresponding convolution integral (2.3) defines an
approximation process on C2". In order to consider quantitative
approximation properties it is desirable to study theorems such as those of
Voronovskaja and Jackson type.

5.1. Voronovskaja-Type Theorem

For positive kernels jz ES(T,/l) with Jl EN the Voronovskaja-type theorem
states that (see, e.g., [4])

lim IlnT{Ujz;f;·)- f(·)} -kl2
)(, )11 =0

n ~ 00

(5.1 )

with k = k( jz) E!R. (Commonly a pointwise version of (5.1 }-and thus a
weaker version-is referred to in the literature as Voronovskaja-type
theorem.)

The following Voronovskaja-type theorem will show how one can
improve the order in (5.1) by introducing linear combinations (4.5) and
their corresponding convolution integrals.

THEOREM 5.1. Let r; be a linear combination of a positive kernel
jzES(T,/l) with S~Jl as in (4.5). Then there holds for fECi;s) the
Voronovskaja-type expansion

s

lim linTS {In(r;;f;· ) - f( . )} - As L (_1)k + 1 Ck,J(2k)( . )11 =O. (5.2)
n-+oo k=l

Proof A mixed algebraic-trigonometric Taylor formula will be used
(see, e.g" [28]): for fE Ci;s) there holds (x, tE!R)

s-lf(2k+l)( )
f(x+t)-f(x)= L X t2k + 1

k=O (2k + I)!

s s t2j ( t) 2j+ L f(2k)(X) L (_1)k+j~ 2sin-
k = 1 j = k (2]) . 2

+ RAf; x; t), (5.3 )
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the remainder term being given by

s f(2k)(X)
Rs(f;x; t):= k~l (2k)! ek.,(t)t

2s
+

2

f(2s)('1)-f(2s)(X) 2s

+ (2s)! t . (5.4 )

Here ek.s denotes a continuous function independent of f, and
'1 = '1(f; x; t) lies between x and x + t.

The convolution of (5.3) with the kernel '1 then gives (notice that the
moments of odd order vanish, '1 being even)

Now Sl turns out to be, with (4.7),

s s s

S =n~TSA "f(2k)(X)" (_1)k+l t2j " Co T 2i
1 s L. L. 2k L. I,S 2]

k= 1 j~k i=j
s

+ (!)(Pn.s) L f(2k)(X),
k~l

(5.5)

Here and in the following the Landau symbols are always independent of
f and x, Using (2,8)(iv) and the abbreviation (Xn,s:=nTSPn,S' one derives
after some calculations

Thus (5.5) and (5,6) lead to

s

nTS {In('1; f; x) - f(x)} - As L (-1 )k+ 1 Ck.J(2k)(x)
k~l

s

= (D((Xn,s) L f(2k)(X) + nTSSz,
k-l

Now one just needs to estimate the term S2; in fact,

(5.7)
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S 1/(2k)(x)1 1 f"
Is I~ " - t2s

+
2jEJ (t) q (t)\ dt

2 ""- L. (2k)' k.s n
k= 1 . n-"

1 1 I"+--,- 1j<2s)(1/)_j<2S)(x)llqAt)lt2S dt
(2s). n -"

Because of (2.10), (2.11), and (4.5) one obtains for sL

s

= (D(l) T(?; 2s + 2; n) L 11j<2k) II·
k=l

With Lemma (2.5)(ii) this yields

s

si = n-ts(D(an•s) L 11/(2k)ll.
k=l

191

(5.8 )

Concerning Si, the difference under the integral can be estimated by the
first modulus of continuity,

Now with the inequality (0 > 0)

w(C ./(2s). t) ~ (1 +~) w(C ./(2s). 0)
21£' ,-...;::: <5 2n' ,

~ (2 +.c) w(C . /(2s). 0)'" 02 2", ,

it follows with 0=Ji:" (2.11), and lemma (2.5)(ii),

S2=(D(1){W(C ./(2s)·a 1/ 2) ~ T(k2s'na )+a- 1 T(j,'2s+2'na)}2 2n" n,s L..J I CF
, 'v n,s I'" 'v

v = 1

(5.9)
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Altogether we then have

Ilnts{In(?;f;. ) - f( . )} - As kt (_1)k + ICk,J(2k)( . )1/

s

= (9(cx n,s) L IljC2k)11 + (9(1) w(C2,,;f(2s); CX~:;), (5.10)
k=l

which implies (5.2) since cxn,s -+ 0 for n -+ 00 by (4.4),

5.2. Jackson- Type Theorem

The well-known Jackson-type theorem for positive kernels jt states that
the rate of approximation can be estimated by the second modulus of
continuity of the underlying function f E C2" (see, e.g., [5, p. 69]; thus

IIIn(jt;f,·)- f(· )11 = (9(1) W2(C2,,;f; J1- PI,n(jt))

=(9(1)w2(C2,,;f;JT(jt;2;n)). (5.11)

In case jt E S(T,I'>, it follows immediately that

Before formulating a Jackson-type theorem for the presented linear
combinations we need a further basic lemma:

LEMMA 5.2. Let j, kEN with 1~j ~ k, f E C~:l. Then

(5.13 )

Proof The case j = k is trivial. If 1~ j < k, then

r f(j+ 1)(u) du = f(jl(n) - f(j)( -n) = O.
-"

Thus there exists ~ E ( -n, n) with f(j + I l( ~) =0 and so

If(jl(x)1 = II; f(J+ Il(u) dul ~ Ix - ~I IIf(J+ Ilil ~ 2nllf(J+ Illl·

Iterative repetition delivers (5.13).

Now to the Jackson-type theorem.

THEOREM 5.3. Let ? be a linear combination of a positive kernel
jtES(T.I') with S~Jl as in (4.5). There holds for fEC2"
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Proof According to a general result of Butzer and Scherer, it suffices to
prove [3, 4] a stability property as well as a Jackson-type inequality,

L n(?) = (()( 1)

IIIn(?:!;·)- f(· )11 = (()(I)n- u lI/(ZS)1I

(5.15 )

(5.16 )

Since (5.15) has already been proved it remains to establish (5.16). But this
follows easily from (5.10), using (5.13).

COROLLARY 5.4. Iff E LiPzACz", (X), 0 < (X ~ 2s, then

(5.17 )

Thus for suitable kernels It E S(t.!') with J1. ~ 2, the rate of convergence
can, in comparison with (5.12), be improved from (()(n- t

) to (()(n- tS
),

2~s~J1..

6. EXAMPLES

6.1. Jackson Kernel

For 2 ~P E f\J the positive Jackson kernels ,fP = {JnnE I'll are given in
closed representation by

where

P __1_ [Sin nX/2J
Z
P I1+

I n(n) - AO.n(p) sin x/2 E np - p

1 fn [Sin nt/2J
Z
PAk,n(P):= - . /2 cos kt dt

n -n SIll t

(x E IR),

(0 ~k ~np - p).

(6.1 )

(6.2)

Thus the corresponding convergence factors are, according to (2.2),

(
iF P) = Ak,n(P)

Pk,n ~ A ( )O.n P
(0 ~ k ~ np - n). (6.3 )

The Jackson kernels are not of Fejer type. In [14] one finds the representa
tion for Ak,n(P)

_ Zp _ J(2p)(np -nj +p -k-l)
Ak,n(P) - L ( 1). 2 _ 1

J~O } P
(0 ~ k ~ np- p). (6.4 )
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(6.6)

With (2.8 )(ii, v) one obtains after elaborate calculations for k = 0,

and for 1~k~n-p

1 p i-I (2'- 1)Ak,n(P) = , L t~f L I n2i-2m-lk2m
(2p - 1). i~ 2 m~ 1 2m

x f (_I)j(2~)(p_j)2i-2m-1
J=O J

+ (- 1)p (2P).f, t2" k2i - 1 + A .
(2p - I)! P i:-I 2/ O,n

Thus polynomial division of (6.6) by (6.5) delivers, with certain
Ci,j = Ci,j(.1P) and dk,p #- 0,

p-l j

1- Pk,n(.I P) = L n- 2j L ci,jk
2i + dk,pn-2(P-I/2) + o(n- 2p ), (6.7)

I~ I i=1

which reveals that .IPE S(2,p-l) and .IP¢ S(2,p).
Therefore in order to achieve an approximation rate higher than (I)(n - 2)

with a linear combination (4.5) of Jackson kernels the parameter p has to
be p~ 3.

The special case of linear combinations (4.5) with ai = i is carried out in
[20]. Nevertheless that author uses algebraic moments and does not notice
that those of odd degree vanish, which then leads to combinations with
twice the number of summations, when compared with our results,

6.2. Jackson-de La Vallee Poussin Kernel

Let us now consider a Fejer-type kernel. First let us define the so called
central B-splines as the Fourier transforms of the powers of the sinc
function (sinc x:= sin x/x, x E IR\ {O}, sinc 0:= 1), i.e.,

1 foc ( t)mBm(v):=- sinc- cosvtdt
2n - 00 2

Their closed form is given by (cf. [11])

(2 ~ mEN, V E IR). (6.8)

I
1 [(m/2)-lvl] j(m)(m ,)m-I

( _ 1)' L (-1) , -2 -Ivl - J ,
m . j~O J

Bm(v) =
0,

m
IVI~'2

(6.9)
m

Iv l >'2'
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For a historical overview the reader is referred to [8]. The main properties
of B-splines are (cf. [23, p. 11; 24, p. 134])

Bm(v)~O

Bm ECm - 2(1R)

B E Cm
- 1 lr - m + i - ~+ i + 1J

m 2' 2

(v E IR),

(m ~ 2),

(O~i~m-l,iEN).

(6.10 )

Thus the function X, given by

(x E IR, pEN), (6.11 )

(6.12 )(XEIR).

satisfies (3.1) and (3.2). Then for pEN the corresponding Fejer-type kernel
(3.3), namely, the kernel of Jackson and de La Vallee Poussin
[JJiP= {P:}nEI'\j, is given by, according to (2.1),

1 np-l B
2

(kin)
PP(x)=-+ L P coskx

n 2 k=l B2P(O)

For p = 1 this is the well-known Fejer kernel ff = {Fn } n E I'\j with

( 1 [Sin(nX/2 )J2Fn x) =- -.-'---'--
2n sm xI2

(x E IR) (6.13 )

and convergence factors

k
Pkn(ff)=I--. n (O~k~k-l). (6.14 )

For p = 2 it is the classical kernel of Jackson and de La Vallee Poussin with

P~(X) = 2 + cos x [Si~(nXI2)J4
4n 3 sm xI2

(XE IR).

The convergence factors in this case are

O~k~n-l,

0~k~2n-1.

(6.15 )

According to Lemma 3.1 and (6.10) it follows that [JJlPES(2,p-l). Using
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(6.9) the closed representation of the convergence factors reads for
O~k~n,

1- Pk,nUJJP)

1 {P-I(k)2i(2 -1) P ~2 )= L - p L (-1)j+P+1 P /p-2i-1

(2p-1)!B2p(O) i~l n 2i j=l -j

+ n - 21P - 1/2) ( - 1)p : I k
2p

- I en}, (6.16)

which also shows iJJP rj S(2,p). With (3.5) one gets the commonly known
representation of the singular integral of Jackson and de La Vallee Poussin
on the real line, namely

1 Jco (t)2
P

InUJJP;f; x) = B2,/(O) - f(x - t) sinc -2 dt
2n - co

(6,17 )

for fEe 2rr' X E IR.
Following (3.5), a linear combination f/ of Jackson-de La Vallee Poussin

kernels i!P, p ~ 3, leads with Theorem 5.1 to the following

COROLLARY 6.1. Let f/ be a linear combination of Jackson-de La Vallee
Poussin kernels given by (4.5) with s=p-l. There holds for fEC~:-2) the
Voronovskaja-type expansion

lim Iln 2P - 2{In(f/;f;')-f(')}
n ~ co

_Ap_ I 1 (2P)f(2P-2)(.)II=o. (6.18)
B 2P(O) 2(2p - 2)! P

Finally, it should be mentioned that linear combinations (4.5) of
Jackson-de La Vallee Poussin kernels in the particular case a i = 2i,

1~i~s, were already given in [29J (cf. as well [13J). Furthermore, in this
respect the work [19J of D. Jackson is a milestone; he already uses linear
combinations to prove his famous theorem (i.e" forfEC~~-I>, kEN, and
j<k - I) E Lip I(C2rr; 1)) that there exists a trigonometric polynomial tn of
degree n such that Ilf(·) - tn(, )11 = lP(n -k), Nevertheless, these linear
combinations are in general not trigonometric polynomials.

6.3, de La Vallee Poussin Kernel

The kernel of de La Vallee Poussin 1/ = {Vn}ne N is given by

(x E IR, n EN), (6.19)
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the corresponding convergence factors being

(O~k~n). (6.20)

Since (6.20) can be regarded as a (normalized) binomial distribution, it
follows (cr. [16 p. 85]) that (6.20) admits the expansion

I-Pk,ncr)=k2n-J-!(k4+e)n-2+Hk6+4k4+k2)n-3+ .... (6.21)

This gives 1/ E S(l,oc), so that the kernel of de La Vallee Poussin is suitable
for linear combinations (4.5) and this with arbitrary sEN. Nevertheless
since r = lone only gets the maximal approximation rate (f)(n -S) instead of
(f)(n -2s) for f E q;s).

(6.22)(x E IR).

6.4. Fejer-Korovkin Kernel

The kernel of Fejer and Korovkin $' = {Kn}nE I'\J together with its
convergence factors is given by

1 . 2 n cos 2 nx/2
K (x)=-sm ------:----;;:

n n n (cos x - cos n/n f

(
k) kn 1 n. kn

P ($')= 1-- cos-+-cot-sm-k,n n n n n n
(1 ~ k ~ n - 2 ). (6.23 )

An expansion of (6.23) gives

which shows that $' E S(2, J) and $' ¢ S(2,!'), Jl ~ 2. Thus the kernel of Fejer
and Korovkin is not suitable for building up linear combinations according
to (4.5).

6.5. Bohman-Zheng Weixing Kernel

A kernel which is quite similar in many respects to the above kernel
of Fejer and Korovkin is the kernel of Bohman and Zheng Weixing
!!Z = {Znh."nE I'\J' This one is of Fejer type and its convergence factors are
given by (cf. [14, p. 70])

( k) kn 1 . k1r.
Pkn(.~P)= 1-- cos-+-sm-

. n n n n
(1 ~k~n-l). (6.25)
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The asymptotic expansion then is

glVlng :!Z E 5(2,1) and :!Z f/: 5(2,/,), J1 ~ 2. Thus this kernel as well is not
appropriate for linear combinations (4.5).

7. LINEAR COMBINATIONS WHICH ARE NOT SATURATED

In this section some examples of non-saturated linear combinations shall
be briefly presented, These do not fall under the foregoing considerations.
To this end consider the best trigonometric approximation E n( C27t ; f) for
IE C2", n EN, given by

En(C2,,;f):= inf III - tnll = III - t:ll·
(n E 1tn

In case that for the convergence factors of a kernel It there holds

(7.1 )

(1 ~ k ~ n), (7.2 )

one immediately has

(7.3 )

Thus for IE C2",

\11n( It;f;') - I( .)1\ ~ 111n ( It; I - t:;· )1\ + \If - t: 11

~(Ln(It)+l)ll/-t:ll. (7.4)

For example, the well-known linear combination r = {rn} nE N of the Fejer
kernel :F

(XEIR)

satisfies (7.2), so that Illn ( r;f;· ) - f( . )11 = (!)( 1) E n ( C2,,;f) for IE C2,,·

This method may be generalized in the following way: Suppose the
convergence factors of It admit an expansion (r = 1 or r = 2, J1 EN)

/'

I-Pk,n(It)= L (-1)j+lt/Jj(k)n-'J+h k ,/,n-'(/'+1/21, (7.5)
j~1

for certain hk ,/, E IR, 1~ k ~ n; thus in particular It E 5<"/'). Then a linear
combination can be built up similar to (4.5) such that all of the terms on
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the right side of (7.5) can be cancelled. As an example, take the kernels of
Jackson and de La Vallee Poussin f!JP (6.12) with convergence
factors (6.16).

For p = 2 and choosing in the Ansatz

(x E IR), (7.6)

a j = i, 1:0:::; i:O:::; 3, one can uniquely determine the coefficients )lj so that for
f/ = {qn } n E 1\1 there holds (7.2). This yields

COROLLARY 7.1. The unique linear combination f/ of Jackson~de La
Vallee Poussin kernels (7.6) satisfying (7.2) is given by

(XE IR). (7.7)

Furthermore, there holds for the corresponding singular integral

II I n(f/;f;·)- f(· )11 = (1)(1) En(C2,,, f).

Notice, for instance, that the kernels of Jackson /P of (6.1), 2:O:::;pEN,
admit no expansion of the form (7.5); nevertheless also in this case linear
combinations can be constructed that are not saturated. This will be briefly
outlined for the parameter p = 2. The convergence factors are then

2 I {3k2- 6nP - 3k + 2n(2n 2+ 1),
Pk.n(/ )=2n(2n2+1) -P+6nk2-(12n2-1)k+8n3-2n,

O:o:::;k:O:::;n,

n:o:::;k:O:::;2n.

(7.8 )

Thus taking the same Ansatz as (7.6), now with /2 and a j = i, 1:0:::; i:O:::; 3,
this leads to

COROLLARY 7.2. The unique linear combination '1 of Jackson kernels
(7.6) satisfying (7.2) is given by

_ ( ) __1_ {_n(2n2+ 1) 2 ) 2n(8n2+ 1) 2
qn X - 4n3 9 In(x + 3 J 2n(x)

(XEIR). (7.9)

Furthermore, there holds for the corresponding singular integral,

640(57(2-6
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Notice that now the coefficients depend on n, but since they are bounded
1= {1n} nEN defines an approximation process, which is not saturated by
construction. The above example (7.9) may be found in [30], where,
however, the construction is rather complicated. The method presented can
be extended to arbitrary p> 2 both for Jackson as well as for Jackson
de La Vallee Poussin kernels (but with rather extensive calculations).

All in all, Jackson-de La Vallee Poussin kernels seem more suitable for
these linear combinations since the calculation of the coefficients is less
elaborate. This is of course due to their Fejer-type structure. Taking linear
combinations of B-splines (thus the Fourier transforms of Jackson-de La
Vallee Poussin kernels) as suitable kernels for generalized sampling sums in
signal analysis has also been carried out; it will be presented in a forth
coming paper.
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